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Abstract

We present here the notion of breadth-first signature of trees and of prefix-closed lan-
guages; and its relationship with numeration system theory. A signature is the serialisation
into an infinite word of an ordered infinite tree of finite degree. Using a known construction
from numeration system theory, we prove that the signature of (prefix-closed) rational lan-
guages are substitutive words and conversely that a special subclass of substitutive words
define (prefix-closed) rational languages. We then use this construction to highlight the re-
lationship between Dupont-Thomas numeration systems and abstract numeration systems.

1 Introduction

This work introduces the breadth-first signature of a tree (or of a language). It consists of an
infinite word describing the tree (or the language). Depending on the direction (from tree to
word, or conversely), it is either a serialisation of the tree into an infinite word or a generation
of the tree by the word. We study here the serialisation of rational, or regular, languages.

The (breath-first) signature of an ordered tree is a sequence of integers, the sequence of the
degrees of the nodes visited by a breadth-first traversal of the tree. Since the tree is ordered,
there is a canonical breadth-first traversal; hence the signature is characteristic of the tree.
Similarly, we call labelling the infinite sequence of the labels of the arcs visited by the breadth-
first traversal of a labelled tree. The pair signature/labelling is once again characteristic of the
labelled tree, hence providing a serialisation of labelled trees, hence of prefix-closed languages.

The serialisation of a (prefix-closed) language is very close to the enumeration of the words
of the language in the radix order. It makes then this notion particularly fit to describing the
languages of integer representations in various numeration systems. It is of course the case for the
representations in an integer base p which corresponds to the constant signature pω. But it is also
the case for non-standard numeration systems such as the Fibonacci numeration system whose
representation language has for signature the Fibonacci word; and the rational base numeration
systems as defined in [1] and whose representation languages have periodic signatures.

In Section 4, we prove that the signatures of (prefix-closed) rational languages all belong to a
special subclass of substitutive infinite words that we call substitutive signatures. Conversely, we
prove that every substitutive signature, paired with an appropriate subtitutive labelling, generates
a prefix-closed rational language. The proof of these results relies on a correspondence between
substitutive words and automata due to Maes and Rigo [11] or Dumont and Thomas [5, 6] and
whose principle goes back to the work of Cobham [3].
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In Section 5, we apply the signature viewpoint to the study of numeration systems. We take
the most general settings, that is, the one of Abstract Numeration System (ANS) proposed by
Leconte and Rigo [7]: a numeration system is defined by an arbitrary language L (over an ordered
alphabet) that will be the integer representations in the new numeration system. An ANS is
rational and called ARNS if L is a rational language (indeed Leconte and Rigo consider ARNS
only, which they call ANS, but for further development we rather be specific). We prove that an
ARNS is essentially determined by its signature (that is, that its labelling has little influence),
in the sense that if two ARNS’s have the same signature, then there exists a conversion function
from one to the other which is realised by a pure sequential and letter-to-letter transducer.

Moreover, we associate with every (prefix-closed) ARNS L a so called Dumont-Thomas numer-
ation system with the same signature. After verifying that every Dumont-Thomas numeration
system is indeed a prefix closed ARNS’s, the previous paragraph applies and both numeration
systems are essentially the same. In this special case, the conversion transducer has a spe-
cial structure: its underlying input automaton is the prefix automaton of the D.-T numeration
system and its underlying output automaton is the automaton accepting L.

2 Serialisation of trees

Classically, a tree is an undirected graph which is acyclic and connected. In this note, however,
we call tree a directed infinite graph which is

• rooted: there is a special node called the root ;
• directed outward from the root: there is a unique path from the root to every node.
• ordered: the children of every nodes are ordered;

A tree of this class has a canonical breadth-first traversal: the one starting from the root and
following the order of children. We may then consider that the node set of a tree is always N: 0
is the root and the node i is the (i + 1)-th node visited by this canonical traversal. We draw
trees with the root on the left, arcs rightwards and the order of children is implicit with the
convention that lower children are smaller.

It will prove to be extremely convenient to have a slightly different look at trees and to consider
that the root of a tree is also a child of itself, that is, bears a loop onto itself. We call such a
structure an i-tree. It is so close to a tree that we pass from tree to i-tree (or conversely) with
no further ado.

We call signature any infinite sequence s of non-negative integers. A signature s = s0s1s2 · · · is
valid if the following holds:

∀j ∈ N
j∑
i=0

si > j + 1 . (1)

Definition 1. The breadth-first signature or, for short, the signature, of a tree, or i-tree, T
is the sequence of the degrees of the nodes of the i-tree T in the order given by the breadth-first
traversal of T .

In other words, s = s0s1s2 · · · is the signature of a tree T if s0 = d(0) + 1 and si = d(i) for
every node i of T . Note that the definition implies that the signatures of a tree and of the
corresponding i-tree are the same.

Proposition 2. A tree has a valid signature and conversely a valid signature s uniquely defines
a tree Ts whose signature is s.

The proof of Proposition 2 takes the form of a procedure generating an i-tree from a valid
signature. For instance, Figure 1 shows the first nine steps of the generation of Ts1 by its
signature s1 = (321)ω.
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Figure 1: The first nine steps of the generation of T(321)ω

3 Serialisation of languages

In the sequel, alphabets are totally ordered. We say that word w = a0a1 · · · ak−1 is increasing
if a0 < a1 < · · · < ak−1. The length of a finite word w is denoted by |w|.
A labelled tree T is a tree whose arcs hold a label taken in an alphabet A. Since both T and A
are ordered, the labels on the arcs have to be consistent, that is, the labels of the arcs to the
children of a same node are in the same order as the children: an arc to a smaller child is labelled
by a smaller letter.

Definition 3. Let s be a signature. An infinite word λ in Aω is consistent with s if the
factorisation of λ in the infinite sequence (wn)n∈N of words in A∗: λ = w0w1w2 · · · induced by
the condition that for every n in N, |wn| = sn, has the property that wn is an increasing word,
for every n in N.

A pair (s,λ) is a valid labelled signature if s is a valid signature and if λ is an infinite word
consistent with s.

A labelled tree T defines the (prefix-closed) language of the branch labels and conversely, a
prefix-closed language L uniquely defines a labelled tree. This identification between prefix
closed languages and labelled trees is very similar to the process due to Lecomte and Rigo [7, 8]
defining an Abstract Numeration System (ANS, cf. Section 5).

The labelling λ of a labelled tree T (labelled in A) is the infinite word in Aω obtained as the
sequence of the arc labels of T visited by the canonical breadth-first search. A simple and formal
verification yields the following.

Proposition 4. A prefix-closed language L uniquely determines a labelled tree and hence a valid
labelled signature, the labelled signature of L. Conversely, any valid labelled signature (s,λ)
uniquely determines a labelled tree T(s,λ) and hence a prefix-closed language L(s,λ), whose sig-
nature is precisely (s,λ).
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Figure 2: The signature s1 = (321)ω and λ1 = (012.12.1)ω

Figure 2a shows the labelling of the i-tree whose signature is s1 = (321)ω by the infinite
word λ1 = (012 .12 .1)ω. This is of course a very special labelling: labellings consistent with s1
need not be periodic.

4 Serialisation of rational languages

We follow [2] for the terminology and basic definitions on substitutions and [12] for those on
finite automata.

Definition 5. Let σ : A∗ → A∗ be a morphism prolongable on a in A and let fσ : A∗ → D∗

be the letter-to-letter morphism defined by fσ(b) = |σ(b)|, for every b in A. The substitutive
word fσ(σω(a)) is called a substitutive signature.

Furthermore, let g : A∗ → B∗ be a morphism satisfying |g(b)| = fσ(b), for every b in A. The
pair (fσ(σω(a)), g(σω(a))) is called a substitutive labelled signature, and also denoted by (σ, g)
for convenience.

Example 6 (The Fibonacci signature). Let σ2 and g2 be the two morphisms defined by σ2(a) = ab,
σ2(b) = a and g2(a) = 01, g2(b) = 1. Then (σ2, g2) is the substitutive signature of the integer
representations in the Fibonacci numeration system, shown at Figure 3a.
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Figure 3: The integer representations in the Fibonacci numeration system.

Theorem 7. A prefix-closed language is rational if and only if its signature is substitutive.

The proof of this theorem relies on a correspondence between finite automata and substitutive
words similar to the one used by Rigo and Maes in [11] to prove the equivalence between two
decision problems. Definitions 8 and 9 specify the two directions of this correspondence, that
is, two transformations that are the reverse of each other.
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Definition 8. Let (σ, g) be a substitutive labelled signature with σ : A∗ → A∗ prolongable on a
and g : A∗ → B∗. We define the automaton associated with (σ, g), denoted by A(σ,g), as follows:

A(σ,g) = 〈A,B, δ, a, A 〉 .

The set of states is A; the alphabet is B; the initial state is a; all states are final; and the
transition function is defined as follows. For every b in A, we write k = |σ(b)| = |g(b)|. From b,
there are k outgoings transitions and for every i, 1 6 i 6 k, b y−−→ c, where c is the i-th letter
of σ(b) and y is the i-th letter of g(b).

Figure 3b shows the automaton A(σ2,g2) computed from the Fibonacci substitution and Figure 2b
shows A(σ1,g1) accepting L(s1,λ1) (Figure 2a); see Example 11 below for the definitions of (σ1, g1).

Definition 9. Let A = 〈Q,A, δ, i, Q 〉 be a prefix-closed automaton accepting. We denote by σA
the substitution Q∗ → Q∗ and by gA the morphism Q∗ → A∗ defined as follows. Let p be a state
of Q and let us denote by p a0−−−→ q0, . . . , p

ak−−−→ qk all its outgoings transitions. Without loss of
generality we assume that a0 < a1 < · · · < ak and then define

σA(p) = q0 qi · · · qk and gA(p) = a0 a1 · · · ak .

A word on ultimately periodic signatures Let s = uvω be an ultimately periodic word
over the alphabet {0, 1, . . . , k}; we call growth ratio of v (or, alternatively, the growth ratio of s),
denoted by gr(v), the average of the letters of v = a0a1 · · · ak−1:

gr(u (a0 a1 · · · ak−1)ω) = gr(a0 a1 · · · ak−1) =

∑k−1
i=0 ai
k

.

Proposition 10. Let s be an ultimately periodic (valid) signature. The growth ratio of s is an
integer if and only if s is a substitutive signature.

The backward direction is not treated in the complete version of this note, but in another,
still in preparation [10]. The proof of the forward direction consists in creating a substitution
with p+m letters where p is the period length and m is the pre-period length.

Example 11. The purely periodic signature s1 = (321)ω is equal to fσ1(σ1
ω(a)) where σ1 by σ1(a) = abc, σ1(b) = ab

and σ1(c) = c. The labelling λ1 = (012.12.1)ω (used in Figure 2a) is then equal to g1(σ1
ω(a)),

where g1(a) = 012, g1(b) = 12 and g1(c) = 1.

5 Signatures and numeration systems

In this section, we apply a signature viewpoint on to the study of numeration system. We con-
sider first the (prefix-closed) Abstract (Rational) Numeration Systems due to Leconte and Rigo [7].

Definition 12. Let (σ, g) be a substitutive labelled signature, defining the prefix-closed rational
language L(σ,g). We denote by 〈 . 〉(σ,g) the representation function N→ L(σ,g). This defines the
Abstraction Rational Numeration System (ARNS) associated with (σ, g).

Let L(σ,g) and L(τ,h) be two ARNS, the function mapping 〈n〉(σ,g) to 〈n〉(τ,h) is called the con-
version function. Intuitively, this function measures the distance between the two numeration
systems: if it is realised by a simple structure (e.g. a finite transducer) they are closely related.

Proposition 13. Let (σ, g) and (τ, h) be two substitutive labelled signatures such that fσ(σω(a))
and fτ (τω(a)) are equal. The conversion function from L(σ,g) to L(τ,h) is realised by a letter-to-
letter and purely sequential transducer.
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We will now use our framework to describe the so called Dumont and Thomas Numeration
system (DTNS, [4, 5, 6]). Let σ : A∗ → A∗ be a substitution prolongable on a. We denote by Aσ
an alphabet whose letters are words belonging to A∗; it is the set of the strict prefixes of the
images of the letters of A by σ: Aσ = {u | u is a strict prefix of σ(b) for some b ∈ A }.
Let us emphasis that a word of A ∗σ is not a word of A∗, for instance if η denotes the letter of Aσ
corresponding to the empty word over A, the words η and ηη are two different words of A ∗σ .

The prefix automaton associated with σ (originally defined in [6]), is exactly the automa-
ton A(σ,gσ) (from Definition 8) where gσ : A∗ → A ∗σ is defined as follows.

∀b ∈ A gσ(b) = x0x1 · · · xk
∣∣∣∣ where k = |σ(b)| − 1;

and xi is the prefix of σ(a) of length i.
1 (2)

We denote by ρσ the function A ∗σ → A∗ defined by:

ρσ(yk yk−1 · · · y0) = σk(yk)σ
k−1(yk−1) · · · σ0(y0) . (3)

Theorem 14 (Dumont, Thomas [4]). Let σ be a morphism and n > 1 be an integer. There
exists a unique word u of A ∗σ accepted by A(σ,gσ) such that |ρσ(u)| = n.

With this denotation, the word u is called the Dumont-Thomas representation of the integer n,
defining a Dumont-Thomas numeration system. The next lemma follows from Theorem 14.

Lemma 15. The integer representations in the DTNS associated with σ is the (prefix-closed)
rational language L(σ,gσ).

The next two theorems compare the class of prefix-closed ARNS’s with the class of DTNS’s.
The latter is contained in the former (Theorem 16) and every element of the former is easily
convertible into one of the latter (Theorem 17).

Theorem 16. Every Dumont-Thomas numeration system is the (prefix-closed) ARNS L(σ,gσ).
2

Theorem 17. Let L(σ,g) be a prefix closed ARNS. The conversion function from L(σ,g) to the
DTNS associated with σ is realised realised by a letter-to-letter and purely sequential transducer.
In addition, this transducer has A(σ,g) as input automaton and A(σ,gσ) as output automaton.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We introduced a way of effectively describing infinite trees and languages by infinite words using
a simple breadth-first traversal. In this first work on the subject, we have proved that rational
languages are associated with (a particular subclass of) substitutive words. We also proved that
ultimately periodic signatures whose growth ratio is an integer are substitutive.

We have then applied this framework to study numeration systems and have proved that the so
called Dumont-Thomas numeration systems and the prefix-closed abstract rational numeration
systems are essentially the same object.

In a forthcoming paper [10], we study the languages associated with periodic signatures whose
growth ratio is not an integer and how they are related to the representation language in rational
base numeration systems. In the future, we plan to further explore the relationship between nu-
meration systems and signature by extending the notion of growth ratio to aperiodic signatures.

Acknowledgements The authors are grateful to the referee of DLT2014 who drew their
attention to the work of Dumont and Thomas.

1Note that xi is a strict prefix of σ(b), hence a letter of Aσ.
2Theorem 16 is a not trivial: it is not clear that the D.-T. representation of n is the (n+ 1)-th word of L(σ,gσ).
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